Relios Jewelry Springs into Fashion
with Fresh New Seasonal Looks
Jewelry maker combines color to take the guesswork out of what to wear this
season
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M., March 13 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — From a Backyard Barbecue
to Easter Brunch, Relios Jewelry has got you covered when it comes to fresh
and fun new spring jewelry! Reliosjewelry.com has added a special page
dedicated solely to the very latest in Spring Fashion. The new section spells
out what’s new and exciting this season with several different ready-made
looks that literally take the guess work out of what to wear.

“It’s truly like the ultimate fitting room for spring
jewelry,” says Lead Relios Designer Carolyn Pollack. “We (Reliosjewelry.com)
feature several different spring wardrobe ensembles with jewelry to match,
and also include a special color palette for each look, so that customers can
easily mix and match, and put it all together.”
At Relios, color is key – it’s at the heart of all of their designs. Each
season, the company unveils new looks to match the latest runway fashions and
styles. Among this year’s hot Spring looks you’ll find: Garden Wedding,
Romantic Getaway, and National Park Vacation to name a few.
Lead Relios Designer Carolyn Pollack and Relios Director of New Jewelry
Development Susan Chiasson combine their trend-savvy talents to always stay
one step ahead of the latest fashion trends. Together, they continually
peruse national and international trend sources to zero in on the popular
color palettes and silhouettes for the upcoming season.

“When people think ‘spring,’ things like bugs, butterflies,
and blossoms come to mind,” says Susan Chiasson, Relios Director of New
Jewelry Development. “But in our line of work, those thoughts translate into

fresh new color palettes that we can bring to our collections. Right now,
we’re coming out of the darker cooler days of winter into a time of something
warmer, brighter, more playful and light-hearted… so we want our spring
jewelry to reflect that seasonal change.”
For the very latest in spring jewelry looks by Relios, simply go to
www.ReliosJewelry.com and click on “Explore Spring Fashion.” You’ll be able
to explore the natural casual elegance inspired by the beauty, culture and
color of the Southwest.
Handcrafted by skilled artisans in the American Southwest, Relios uses only
real stones and sterling silver in its original designs. With a strong
corporate and environmental responsibility guiding its operations, all Relios
jewelry is nickel-free and lead-free, and manufactured from recycled precious
metals.
Relios Jewelry designs and manufactures over 100 new items per season in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA. Their moderate to upper price point American
jewelry styles can be found online at www.reliosjewelry.com. Jewelry by
Relios is made from sterling silver and natural stones, right here in the
USA.
For more information and media queries, please contact Kelly Walter at (505)
345-5304 ext. 201.
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